YIELD FARM SHIBA ON BINANCE SMART CHAIN

MY SHIBA INU
INTRODUCTION
He is your friend, your partner, your
defender, your dog. You are his life, his love,
his leader.
He will be yours, faithful and true, to the last
beat of his heart. You owe it to him to be
worthy of such devotion.
-Agnes Repplier.

If a dog is all you have, you are still a rich man

〞

〞

Millions of people are waiting for you.

Why My Shiba Inu?
My Shiba Inu is the token for the SHIBA Metaverse, currently on the
Binance Smart Chain Blockchain. While technically the original token
name is 'My Shiba Inu,' the community has referred to it as the 'SHIBA
Project'.

Shiba Overview
My Shiba Inu is an Bep 20 token. All tokens are in circulation, with the
initial liquidity burned. This means that no additional My Shiba tokens
can be minted into circulation. Also, as My Shiba Inu was 100% Free
Launched, all tokens have always been publicly tradable.

EcoSystem
The Shiba Inu will be used as a medium of exchange in the
marketplace of our products, where users will be able to
buy, sell and exchange assets and NFTs. Once these NFTs
are purchased, they will interact with the metaverse or
games in the metaverse in a variety of ways and more.

+10 Products
Airdrop, Staking, Shitube, News, FreeShiba, Miner,
AutoShiba and many more..
The world would be a nicer place if everyone had
the ability to love as unconditionally as a dog

Tokenomics
My Shiba Inu

The My Shiba Inu token itself is unique in its simplicity.
Unfortunately, many cryptocurrencies have complex, confusing,
volatile, and often misleading mechanics written into their contracts.
My Shiba Inu is as simple and transparent as possible: No taxes on
any transactions: people get as much My Shiba Inu as they pay and
are not penalized for trading. No developer wallet: no automatic
sending of transaction amount to anyone or anywhere No built-in
burn mechanism or mint: My shiba inuni will never automatically
become inflationary or deflationary. All tokens are in circulation:
some projects use the process of vesting rights to "lock" part of the
tokens for a certain time. Simply put, circulating supply can never be
increased higher than it is today. These factors ensure that the My
Shiba Inu token itself is safe, transparent, sustainable and fair. My
Shiba Inu will become the currency of the My Shiba Inu metaverse
and (like all cryptocurrencies) can be bought and sold with regular
fiat currencies to meet the real needs of people.
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Updated Roadmap
Q3 2022

2023

Shiba upgrade to V2
New Stakings Pool

VPN
Promoter Soft

Q2|Q3 2022

Q4 2022

2024

Video hosting with payper-view ShiTube.Io
ShibaInuAuto.com
Earnings Soft

Shiba Matrix
Shiba News
Ios Update

100M+ Visitors per day
New Stakings Pool
and many more

FreeShiba Redesign
Loan|Credit Platform

"A dog is not a thing. A thing is replaceable. A
dog is not. A thing is disposable. A dog is not. A
thing doesn’t have a heart. A dog’s heart is
bigger than any 'thing' you can ever own"

Take your Crypto

Philosophy of
My Shiba Inu

The central philosophy of My Shiba Inu is the belief that projects can be done
fairer, more sustainably, and in a way that can benefit everyone involved.
No large corporation or company is looking to extract personal data from the
users for advertising or maximize profits for yearly reports.
My Shiba Inu simply wants people to have fun, interact with each other freely,
have access to opportunities that lead to financial freedom, and work towards the
next stage in the evolution of the internet and online interaction.
We have seen poor outcomes when projects are developed in greedy,
unsustainable, or deceptive ways. We want to create something that rises above
all these methods.
My Shiba Inu will be empowering, transparent, fun, healthy, and fair.
My Shiba Inu believes strongly in decentralization, holding this value at the core of
everything it does.

WHAT IS MY SHIBA INU
My Shiba Inu is currently the only truly
decentralized Binance project, and it is
seeking to merge the concept of the internet
V3.0 with a cryptocurrency-based economy

Decentralization gives everyone equal opportunity to be involved and utilize their
strengths to help a project grow and the freedom to decide how.
There is a social responsibility to provide tools and resources in the virtual space
to create a fun and adaptive environment for individuals to thrive and monetize,
no matter who or where they are.

My Shiba Inu Services

Contract Staking

Contract Staking

Innovate earn platform

Software and ADS

Oldest contracts in Web3.0
More 1,095%/Year
1%/Daily Unlimited

Earning cryptocurrency on the
best faucet site in the world by
doing tasks, offerwalls, faucet,
shortlinks, ptc...

All operations are fully automatic,
payments, purchases, sessions,
designed by experts to save your
time.

No one…appreciates the very special genius of your conversation as a dog does.

We provide business

Solutions
Get to know us!
My Shiba Inu. It is an exciting new concept for the future of
our digital world. However, defining the cryptoverse can be
challenging as it can encompass anything we currently do
online, but in a simulated 3D digital environment, taking
advantage of the digital connectivity we have rapidly
developed in the last years and publish our ideas.
The My Shiba Inu will combine online experiences in a fluid
and connected way that accurately reflects the human
experience. To do this, we will use tools in the technical
world to represent, and improve upon, what we encounter
and experience in the physical world.

BUSINESS PRESENTATION

Shiba Internet
Immense virtual worlds, augmented reality, virtual reality, and the
internet will be used as a shared virtual 3D space connecting to all
the social, gaming, shopping, research, education, and financial
programs we use - all interconnected and interacting in a digital
ecosystem.
The metaverse will be the hub of it all, a universe in itself. Internet
V3.0 are a relatively new concept and technology, and there are
currently very few that exist beyond the research phase.

My Shiba Inu is currently the only truly decentralized
Binance project, and it is seeking to merge the concept of
the internet V3.0 with a cryptocurrency-based economy.
It is based in a free -crypto-themed setting for an
enhanced experience that taps into what makes humans
unique; a drive and desire to explore, learn and go
beyond.

We love Shiba Inu Dogs

My Shiba
Inu token
CRYPTO VISION
Decentralized networks (cryptocurrency) provide an
unparalleled degree of assurance and security with finances
in response to a decline in trust towards institutions. It
appears inevitable that crypto may play the most important
role in the emergence of the metaverse. My Shiba Inu aims to
anticipate this coming evolution revolution by combining
these two concepts, building an ethical, decentralized,
entertaining, and innovative project

ANALYSIS

ADVERT CONSULTANT PRESENTATION

BREND
ANALYTICS

STATISTICS
99% of customers come back
to advertise on Shiba

CLIENT ANALYSE
Potential clients of the crypto
industry
Passed Knowledge Shiba
University

CREATE
a buy ADS

TRACK BACKLINKS,
Goal tracking
redirects and organic
searches

PRICE GUARANTEE
If you find a lead cheaper, we
will refund the difference!
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Free Users

Register
in FreeShiba

Emails and ptc| ads
Countries

First 5 campaigns
launched

10 ad campaigns
launched

Collected lead data
analyzed

11/6/21

GET
LINK

DAY 1

less than

5

minutes

Create Visuals
ADS

Marketing Infrastructure Project: My Shiba Inu

DAY 1

First test ads

DAY 3

DAY 7

Another 5
campaigns
launched
+ Telegram ADS

DAY 14

DAY 21

DAY 30

Final email in
the series sent

FREE.SHIBA.LIMITED
REPORT

ANALYSIS

ADS
OPT IN

for video based ads

EDIT META TAGS

CONSULTANT PRESENTATION

to contain high
performing keywords

CREATE
TARGETED ADS
based on website
session

Create Ads in
Free.Shiba.Limited

Engage More
Customers

MY SHIBA INU. Digital Transformation Project

Optimize Business
Operations

Transform
Your Product

Major Achievements

50
regionwise
campaigns

Marketing Infrastructure Project: MY SHIBA INU

800K
people subscribed to paid list

91%
average email
open rate

PROJECT REPORT 2022

Shiba Inu Global Target Audience

DAILY TRAFFIC

Android

Apple

Windows

The Shiba Market Need

The significance of mobile phones
in our daily lives and activities
cannot be overstated.
This is due to the fact that mobile
phones are no longer the common
communication instrument they
once were.

The Market Need

My Shiba Inu Platforms Targeted

Android

Apple

Windows

Target Audience

Types of Clients Application

Free Apps

Premium

MMORPG
SHITUBE
GAME

VPN USERS
GOOGLE PLAY|IOS USERS
SOFTWARE

Paid Apps
Example ~ free.shiba.limited

THE BEST THING A MAN CAN HAVE IS A DOG - TOUSSAINT CHARLET

SHIBA

500,000 PAID USERS
AND COUNTING...

Top customers:
TON

DRAGONWAR

BINANCE SMART CHAIN

METAMASK

TRUST WALLET

POOCOIN

And many more!

Start improving

your business today
MY SHIBA INU STAKING

Make the right choice

Best Staking Plans
YEAR LOCK

FREE

$0,00

$300,00+
12 Month Fixed APR

24/7 | 12 Month in Year
FreeShiba Operations
More 3,000,000 Shiba every day

ALWAYS earn 3X times your total
deposit with 3% profit daily
Auto Operations
With Maximum Benefit

Choose

1,095% Profit

Choose

DAILY PROFIT

$49,00+
Every Day Profit

Smart Contract Operations
Your earnings are potentially higher
than 1% per day due to the price
increase of Shiba as Shiba is the
fastest-burning deflationary token in
the world

Choose

PUPPIES

FARM

While Decentralized Finance (DeFi) continues
to make waves and maintain its parabolic
growth, yield farming remains a popular tool
for generating returns from long-term
holdings. For the uninitiated, yield farming is
simply the act of staking your assets into a
platform to earn yield.
Old Contract (Sep-29-2021 10:13:47 PM+UTC)
Working Now. Paying Now. APY 1000%+ Now.
https://bscscan.com/address/0x9f5cbf92f511
95de1f23ade2ec7a621310d36e90
1St participants of the closed defi were able
to really get great interest and pumps from
our team We are sincerely glad that the
contract is supported now and bears fruit for
those who are holders by blood

The team is committed to working on the
project because they believe in it and share
the same vision and values for a decentralized
and fair future in the metaverse and
cryptocurrency space.

